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In the previous years some effort has been done for finding systems guaranteeing private information retrieval (PIR) in front of a data base or a search engine [2]. The aim is that the server owning the information to be retrieved should not learn what are the queries. A major problem is the need for the cooperation of the server which in most of the scenarios is not likely to occur.

Instead of hiding the queries we can try and hide the profile of the users. This is what we call user-private information retrieval (UPIR). One can define UPIR systems that do not need the cooperation of the server by means of a peer-to-peer community [4, 5, 10]. Indeed, a peer as a user can submit queries on behalf of other peers and get the answers to her/his own queries through other peers. In [4, 5] users are distributed among different private communication spaces using combinatorial configurations [6] (also called \((r, k)\)-partial linear spaces). This implies that all users share the same number of communication spaces, each of these communication space is shared by the same number of users and, most important, no two users share more than one communication space.

It is proved in [8] that the optimal configurations for this scenario are exactly the projective planes. However, this means that the number of users and communication spaces as well as the number of communication spaces per user are very inflexible. Some results have been developed on the existence and construction of combinatorial configurations for any pair \((r, k)\), where \(r\) and \(k\) are respectively the number of communication spaces per user and the number of users per communication space [1]. In particular it is proved in the latter that \((r, k)\)-configurable tuples have the structure of a numerical semigroup.

One problem that the UPIR system could have is that two dishonest users connected to a honest user through two different communication spaces, could communicate themselves through a third communication space and infer some joint information. This can be avoided by simply avoiding circuits of length 6 in the bipartite graph representing the combinatorial configuration. The combinatorial configurations with girth larger than 6 are the so-called \((0, 1)\)-geometries [3, 9].

Using the existence of regular graphs of girth 8 and any degree [7] we can demonstrate the existence of \((0, 1)\)-geometries of each given degrees \(r, k\). Composing \((0, 1)\)-geometries we deduce that the set of tuples representing the parameters of \((0, 1)\)-geometries of degrees \(r, k\) constitute a submonoid of the non-negative integers and with a particular construction, parallel to that in [1], we prove that this set of tuples is in fact a numerical semigroup.
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